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Burrs
The origin of the word 'burr' is a little hard to trace, but it is likely it comes from the English word 'burr',
a carpenter's tool to make holes or notches. Wheter the word applies to the tools that may be used to
manufacture the wooden pieces, or to the fact that the pieces 'burr' eachother, is left for you to decide.
In the context of puzzles, however, it is used for a puzzle consisting of notched 3-dimensional puzzle
pieces. The pieces lock together and form a geometric attractive shape.
The Chinese cross burr puzzle is one of the best known burr puzzles. Here you can see a picture of the
puzzle when it is put together.

The puzzle consists of 6 right angled pieces that two by two intersect perpendicularly. In this case the
measurements are 2x2x6 units, but the length can also be 8, 10 or 12 units. It turns out that the four
mentioned lengths each allow for their own corresponding burrs, but that lengths larger than 12 do not
introduce new burrs.
For years I have spent time designing puzzles of this type, because I have been charmed by the simple
elegance of the shape of the puzzle and the limited number of pieces the puzzle consists of. On top of
this, the difficulty is surprising! I will elaborate on this furtheron.
There are two kinds of Chinese cross puzzles:
1. The inside is massive. (massive burrs)
If the inside is massive and the puzzle can be taken apart, then the pieces can only move in a
certain direction when in doing so, the pieces 'follow themselves'. This means that if you find any
piece (or group of pieces) that moves, you just have to continue to move this piece in the found
direction to free it. After that the two remaining parts of the puzzle readily fall apart.
Pieces without internal corners are called notchable and can be most easily made. When trying to
construct a massive burr with notchable pieces, it turns out that there are 25 different pieces you
will ever have to use. Bill Cutler's analysis shows that with these pieces you can construct exactly
314 solutions, comprised in 221 burrs. You will need some pieces twice or thrice. You will find a
complete list of all notchable pieces here; with them you can make all 221 massive burrs, which
will be given furtheron. See also under 2.
Massive burrs come in various types, depending on the way they disassemble. Roughly, there are
5 types:
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- the first move frees one piece (this then must be the massive piece A),
- the first move frees 2 pieces,
- the first move frees 3 pieces,
- the first move can be one out of two, the first freeing 2 pieces, the second freeing 3 pieces,
- the first move can be one out of two, the first freeing 3 pieces, the second freeing also 3
-different- pieces.
2. The inside contains holes. (holey burrs)
If the inside contains holes, then a moving piece may be blocked by another piece after
being moved. Pieces may become stuck in a certain direction. In this way one can have a
burr where first a number of pieces have to be moved in various directions, before the first
piece is freed. Two consecutive moves are counted as only one if both moves, possibly
concerning different pieces, are in the same direction. The number of moves you need to
free the first piece is called the level of the burr.
Remark. With the notchable set of length 8 many holey burrs are possible with levels
varying from 2 to 7. See below for a selection of burrs of length 8 ordered by difficulty.
Using the notchable set, the highest possible level for a burr with a unique solution is 4.
With the set, no burrs are possible with level higher than 7 for lengths 8 and 6.
The set at length 10 allows for exactly one burr with a level 8 solution. The solution is not
unique, though. It is the burr FLOYYY. With the notchable set no burrs at any length are
possible with a higher level than 8.

1. Massive Burrs with the notchable set
One may be lead to believe that the first kind of burr, a massive bur, is simple. But looks deceive.
Taking the puzzle apart may be easy, putting it together is a whole different story. Trying to put together
the pieces, one may find configurations of the pieces that look perfect on paper, in that all pieces
according to position and shape fill the entire burr without overlapping, but in reality the configuration
can not be taken apart, and therefore neither be put together! This is called a false solution (and therefore
is nota solution). This is caused by the fact that in a false solution, all pieces obstruct eachother, leaving
no room for movement. A (real) solution is a configuration that can be put together and (or) can be
taken apart. The false and real solutions together are called possible solutions or assemblies.
From this point of view BLPXXY with 4 assemblies and 1 solution is most difficult.
Also CDPQRY with 8 assemblies and 6 solutions is remarkable.
The problem is to find a real solution. If one tries to go through all configurations, trying each piece at
each position, there are 3840 possible configurations when using six normal (see explanation below)
pieces are used.
One counts the number of configurations as follows. A piece may be placed in one of six
positions in a burr. These positions are filled consecutively. Choose a starting piece among
the six and put it at the first position. This accounts for a factor 1 (instead of 12), because
however you would put all the pieces in the burr, it may be rotated such that the starting
piece is at this chosen position. So, rotation of a burr counts as an identical configuration.
For the second position, one has a choice of 5 remaining pieces and each may be placed in
two ways (end for end flip), giving a factor 10. For the third position, one has a choice of 4
remaining pieces and each may be placed in two ways (end for end flip), giving a factor 8,
etc. This gives a total of 10 x 8 x 6 x 4 x 2 = 3840 possible configurations of the six pieces.
The index of six given pieces is the number of configurations one has to consider to find all possible
solutions, taking into account the form of the pieces and the number of copies of each piece used.
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Computation of the index is a first step in computing an objective measure for the difficulty of the burr.
The higher the index, the longer our search takes before we will find a solution, at least in principle. It
would be handy to be able to compare all burrs on the basis of an objective measure for the difficulty.
Intermezzo.
One would like to be able to compare all burrs with eachother by associating a number to
each burr indicating its difficulty in an objective way. Although the index is a first step in
this direction, it is not 100% satisfying.
Firstly, it does not take into account the number of real solutions. The more real solutions
there are, the easier it becomes to find one. The difficulty of a burr is measured by the effort
necessary to find the first solution. Burrs with equal index do not necessarily have the same
number of solutions and therefore do not have to be equally difficult. One can easily fix this
problem by dividing the index by the number of real solutions. The result will be the
average number of configurations for each solution.
Secondly, the index does not take into account the number of false solutions. If a burr
allows for many false solutions, then this means that it does nog give up the solution that
easily. After all you will be able to find configurations that would be a possible solution.
How does one determine if a possible solution is a real one or a false one? Indeed, by
puzzling. Since at first you have not put the pieces together yet, this means you have to
determine by using logic why a solution would be real or false. Only after you have
determined that the solution is indeed real, you may hope to find a way to put the pieces
together.
Can we express these experiences into one number? I will give it a try.
The difficulty of a burr reasonably is measured by the number of configurations you have
to search through (tries) before you find the first solution. If we assume that the
configurations are searched in a random order and that the solutions are distributed at
random amongst these, implying that every solution has the same chance to be found first,
then we can compute the expected number of configurations you have to search through
before you find the first solution. Let us call this number N(S,C), where S is the number of
real solutions and C is the total number of configurations containing these solutions. If we
know the index, then C will be taken equal to the index. We will now determine a formula
for N(S,C).
To start with, one has that
N(S,C) = S/C + (C - S)/C x (1 + N(S, C - 1)).
Because with probability S/C we find the first solution already at our first considered
configuration; at that time there are still S solutions to be found and the contribution
to the expectation is S/C tries to find a solution.
If we fail at our first try, then with probability 1 - S/C = (C - S)/C we have to search
through the C - 1 configurations that are left. We then want to know the average
number of tries to find a real solution out of S possible solutions within C - 1
configurations. But that is precisely N(S, C - 1). Since we had already used a trie we
have to add 1 to this number. Therefore the contribution to the expected number of
tries is in this case equal to (C - S)/C x (1 + N(S, C - 1)).
From this (a so called 'recursive') relation we may deduce that N(S,C) = (C + 1)/(S +
1). It is easily checked that this does satisfy our relation for N(S,C). Do we take C to
be equal to the index (I) then N(S,I) must be a better measure for the difficulty of a
burr. Note that N(S,C) resembles the expression C/S, that intuitively equals the
average number of configurations for each solution. The difference is that N(S,I) is
the expected number of tries you have to undertake before you arrive at a solution.
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N(S,I) does not yet take into account the number of false solutions. See below for
more information.
We will now indicate how you compute the index. Then we will elaborate on the difficulty of burrs
some more.
The standard index is 3840 like we have seen earlier. This index holds when a burr consists of 6
'normal' pieces.
A normal piece is one that is different from A, E, F, G, K, S, T and X; everyone of the
mentioned pieces has the property that its usage will either increase or decrease the number
of configurations. The corresponding factors will be considered next.
Multiply the index by a factor 2 or 4 for each ambiguous piece involved.
An ambiguous piece is one that may be rotated along its long axis by multiples of 90
degrees and still not cause external holes at the outside of the burr. Some may also be
flipped end by end, so they can be used in even more ways.
These pieces are S, T (factor 2) and E, F, G (factor 4).
From this point of view the puzzles FNOPRT and FLPRTY are most difficult (and their
mirror images of course). Their index is 2 x 4 x 3840 = 30,720, also the highest possible
number of configurations you have to search through for 6 pieces of a massive burr.
NOTE. The burrs GNOPQT (the mirror image of FNOPRT) and DGNOPQ are known as
burr #306 and #305 according to an earlier analysis by Bill Cutler, for their high index and
because these two burrs can be made using only 7 pieces. These burrs have a lock of 3
pieces and that makes them very satisfying!
Their 'little brothers' are FLPRTY and CFLPRY, which have the same index, but have a
lock of 2 pieces and therefore are a little less admirable. Note that these can also be made
using only 7 pieces, or if you have the previous by adding 2 pieces (pieces L and Y).
Now, do we take into account the difficulty that is defined below, all these burr share their
first place with LNOPST (first mention!) which has 3 possible solutions of which 1 real
one.
Divide the index by a factor 2 for unimodal pieces.
A unimodal piece is one which has the same form, when it is flipped end-for-end and
which is not ambiguous. Such a piece can be used only 'in a single way'.
These pieces are A, K, X.
We shall now see that when a burr uses some equal pieces, the number of configurations decreases.
Divide the index by a factor 2, when two equal pieces are used; divide the index by a factor 6 when
three equal pieces are used. (For massive burrs, no more than three equal pieces are ever used.)
Equal pieces may switch position, without having an effect, therefore counting as the same
configuration.
From this point of view the puzzle ALLXXX is easiest with only 3840 / 2 / 2 / 2 / 2 / 2 / 6
= 20 configurations, since 2 normal pieces and 4 unimodal pieces are used ( / 2 / 2 / 2 / 2),
one piece (L) occurs twice ( / 2) and one piece (X) occurs thrice ( / 6).
Divide the index by the number of solutions possible with the current selection of pieces.
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When searching through all possible configurations, it is clear that one will find the easier a
solution with te pieces, the more solutions there are to be found. The index is thus defined
as the number of possible configurations per solution. Requiring all solutions to be found,
increases the difficulty again with the same factor...
A list of all possible massive burrs with the notchable pieces can be found here. The list is sorted in the
order of difficulty.
Note. For burrs without false solutions, the difficulty simple equals N(S,I), where I is the index and S is
the number of solutions. See below for a further explanation of the used measure for difficulty, which
also takes the number of false solutions into account.
One had better use logic to eliminate most of the configurations as possible solutions, rather than using
brute force, trying them all one by one. But that is not always easy either ... If eventually you have found
a configuration that seems a possible solution, you still have to find a way to assemble the pieces! And
that may very well be impossible! It could be a false solution! Then you are back to square one and the
search goes on.
Summary. There is a wide variety of massive burrs that may be constructed with the notchable set,
because the number of configurations to search through varies from 20 to 30,720. A massive burr has
between 1 and 8 possible solutions of which there are between 1 and 6 real solutions.

2. Holey Burrs with the notchable set
The notchable set is suitable for constructing a wide range interesting holey burrs with higher level
solutions. One could make the set of length 6, 8, 10, 12 or longer. Using a length longer than 10 will not
introduce any more burrs: all burrs with a lenght longer than 10 behave the same as the length 10 burr.
So it does not seem advisable to use such long lengths, unless you appreciate the visual aspect.
For the interested readers among you, I have got the complete analysis of the holey burrs
(burrs with at least 1 hole).
Length 6 (335 KB)
Length 8 (332 KB)
Length 10 (332 KB)
Length 12 (equal to Length 10)
With thanks to Keiichiro Ishino, who computed these results. A link to his page can
be found below.
Be aware of the following, regarding these analysis:
- The decimal codes are 1 lower as defined on the IBM BurrPuzzle page.
- Every piece may occur as much as 6 times, so the analysis does contain burrs
which are not possible with the notchable set, like YYYYYY. The analysis is
broader than strictly necessary for the notchable set, but that is O.K. for
completeness sake. After all, the notchable set was conceived with its basis in the
massive burrs.
Regardless, the analysis has its own value. Besides, among the burrs possible with
the notchable set you will find some very interesting ones!
I prefer the set at length 8. According to me this length allows for the most interesting burrs, but that is a
personal taste. There are two tendencies for the set at length 8. Firstly, the burrs at length 8 posses less
real solutions than at length 6, although the number of possible solutions is equal. Secondly, the burrs at
length 8 in general have a lower level, but the number of holes may be larger. Both tendencies contribute
to the difficulty of the resulting burrs.
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From the analysis it turns out that there are exactly 5 burrs (and their mirror images) with a unique level
4 solution. Here they are in decreasing difficulty.
CINTVY : (1/8) 4
CINRXY : (1/4) 4
CDINXY : (1/4) 4
CILRXY : (1/3) 4
CINNOX : (1/3) 4 (Recommended! This burr wins my beauty prize)
7 burrs (and their mirror images) have exactly 2 solutions, one of level 2 and the other of level 5. These
burrs are especially recommendable, because they allow for a gradual satisfaction. First you can take
your time to find the solution with level 2 (considered easier) and then go on and try to find the level 5
solution. Here they are in decreasing difficulty.
FLMQXY : (2/17) 2 5
FLMOVX : (2/14) 2 5
LMNTWX : (2/14) 2 5
FLOVXX : (2/18) 2 5
FLOQXX : (2/16) 2 5
FILOXX : (2/14) 2 5
CFLOXX : (2/13) 2 5
The following links are to textfilees. The layout may not be perfect, but the contents are complete for the
set of 42 pieces of the notchable set at length 8. (Treasure these!)
- Unique solutions with minimal level > 1 ordered by difficulty (1169 burrs)
- Non unique solutions with minimal level > 1 ordered by difficulty (3527 burrs)
- Non unique solutions with maximale level > 3 oredered by maximal level (subset of
previous)
- Statistics unique length 6
- Statistics unique length 8
- Statistics unique length 10 (Equal to length 8!)
- Statistics non-unique length 6
- Statistics non-unique length 8
- Statistics non-unique length 10
Remarkable: the only differences between the non-unique length 10 and 8 are
- the burrs with minimal level 1. At length 10 the numbers are slightly shifted in favor of
higher maximal level.
- the burrs with minimal level > 1. At length 10 identical to length 8, except for the
following 4 burrs.
- the burrs VWXXXY (10 holes), NVWXXX (9 holes), LVWXXX en MVWXXY
(both 8 holes), which all have only level 3 solutions and are not possible at length 10.
You will not ever regret having the notchable set at length 8, because all mentioned holey burrs are
possible. Have you mastered the 221 massive burrs then you still have these 4696 interesting holey
burrs to solve.
You will notice that the holey burrs are much more difficult than the massive burrs, because of their
many false solutions. They are real mind benders. Even the level 2 burrs are much more difficult than
you would expect. You may assume that the mentioned difficulty is proportional to the time you need to
find a solution. See below for an explanation.
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I would like to mention here some very special burrs, surfacing from the analysis. The following burrs
have a record number of solutions, or possible solutions or false solutions. Most solutions are level 1,
however.
FLNOYY : (666/712)
FGNOYY : (662/764)
FGNOWY : (183/389) 206 false solutions
Comparing lengths 6 and 8, it turns out there are slightly less unique burrs for length 6, namely 5 less.
On the other hand there are slightly more unique burrs for length 6 with level > 2 is slightly larger,
namely 21 more. However, at length 6 you do NOT have the 1-hole burr CDMQUY with 2 solutions,
both level 2.
At length 6 there are only three unique level 5 burrs. Compare this to the nice set of burrs at length 8
with 2 solutions, mentioned above. Here they are.
LMQSXY : (1/7) 5.2
LNRSXX : (1/6) 5
LLNSXX : (1/4) 5
Moreover, at length six, there are 7 burrs (and their mirror images) with a unique level 4 solution.
We proceed again with length 8. The following burr has several solutions, most with a high level (7) for
length 8 and all their solutions are at least level 2. The first is really an exceptional burr, since the
number of solutions is so limited.
LLUMTY : (6/7) 7 6(2) 4 3 2
OUTYLC : (17/22) 7 6(2) 4.2 4 3.2 3(3) 2.2 2(7)
The first burr has 7 possible solutions of which 6 are real. Of these, 1 is level 7, 2 are of
level 6 and there are 3 more solutions of level 4, 3 and 2 respectively. This burr equals its
mirror image.
The second burr has 17 solutions, of which 8 of level 2 and 9 of level at least 3.
There are some more higher level burrs possible with the notchable set. If the highest level is as high as
7, then normally there are many low-level solutions too. This makes them not that interesting, because
finding the higher level solution is like looking for a needle in a haystack and no fun. For completeness
sake, I mention them here.
OLUMTY (22/34), OUTYLC (17/22), QLUOTY (30/34), ILUOTY (49/59), LNJMTY
(15/36), LLWMTY (7/11), WLUOTN (76/82), LLUMTY (6/7), CNOTUY (48/53),
INOTUY (70/79), LNOTUV (23/36), LMOTVY (64/86), LMNTVY (40/56).
The first 8 of these, I had found on Bill Cutler's pages, but there they were hidden completely under a
haystack of LL-codes... The other 5 I found from the analysis of Keiichiro Ishino. Most of them have
many level 1 solutions and it is very (too) difficult to find the level 7 solution. Maybe you can make
them more interesting? For instance, if you would be able to find an adequate marking of the pieces,
much like the markings for Love's Dozen, you could make the solution unique.
We have seen a lot of burrs, each of which is most difficult from a certain point of view. Can we
objectively assert the difficulty of a burr?
Intermezzo. (continued)
Like mentioned before when addressing the massive burrs, we will now go deeper into the
difficulty of the holey burrs. If I (the index) is the number of possible configurations, S the
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number of solutions, and P the number of possible solutions (= real + false solutions), the
difficulty D(S,P,I) would then intuitively satisfy the following relation:
D(S,P,I) = N(P,I) x S/P + (P - S)/P x (N(P,I) + D(S, P - 1, I - N(P, I))).
The formula for D(S,P,I) means that you count all configurations you go through
before you find a solution: first you go through N(P,I) configurations before you
arrive at a the first possible solution, which is a real solution with possibility S/P and
a false solution with possibility 1 - S/P = (P - S)/P. If it is a false solution, then you
have already tried N(P,I) configurations and so you will need to go through the
remaining I - N(P,I) configurations, only now you have only M - 1 possible
solutions you may find. This recursive formula has the following surprising solution:
D(S,P,I) = N(S,I).
Indeed, the solution equals the earlier defined N(S,I). Apparently D(S,P,I) does
NOT depend on the number of possible solutions, hence not on the false solutions.
That is not entirely according to experience, but theoreticly this is to be expected.
Because, in our search we are really looking only for solutions, and whatever
intermediate configurations we come along, be it a possible solution, real or false, or
just any other configuration, we do not care. In the end, the formula should just be
telling us the number of configurations we have tried, and that equals N(S,I). In a
way this is a relief, because it shows that the formula for N(S,I) is correct.
We now have to correct the problem, because in our experience any false solution
encountered adds to the difficulty of the burr. I propose the following correction as a
measure for the difficulty:
D(S,I) = N(S,I) x N(S,P)
This means that burrs with equal N(S,I) are being distinguished by the added factor
N(S,P) which gives a larger number for cases ware P > S. My assumption is, that
for two burrs with equal N(S,I) the elimination of impossible configurations is
'equally difficult'. You can interpret the factor N(S,I) as the expected time before you
find a possible solution, thought of as independent of the number of possible
solutions, and the factor N(S,P) as the expected number of possible solutions you
will find before you find a real solution. Note that when you find a false solution,
you practically have to start all over.
If two burrs have the same index and number of solutions, then the one with the
more possible solutions is more difficult, because you are bound to go through some
of these false solutions first, namely N(S,P).
An intuitive interpretation of the formula is that the difficulty of the burr, expressed
by D(S,I), is proportional to the expected number of trials before you find a real
solution and proportional to the expected number of possible solutions you will find
during this search, of which all but the last are false. Although the theretical basis is
not complete, an example may clarify that it is reasonable.
Example. Look at the burrs ENNRYY and CMORUW, both of which have a
unique solution. Both have an index of 3840, but the first has 26 possible solutions
(how do you place the piece E?), while the second has no false soluions. You would
expect the first to be much more difficult, precisely by a factor N(1,26) = 13.5. The
difficulty of the first becoms N(1,3840) x N(1,26) = 25,927, while the second has
difficulty N(1,3840) x N(1,1) = 1921. Does it really matter that CMORUW's
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solution is level 4, while ENNRYY's solution is 'only' level 3? I leave it up to you to
experiment with this.
Is the difficulty of a burr really defined proportional to the time somebody would
need to solve it? If somebody would need 1 minute to solve a burr with difficulty 50,
than one would expect the same person to need 50 minutes for a burr of difficulty
2500. Somebody else may use different times but in the same proportions, for
instance 5 minutes to solve a difficulty 50, hence 4 hours and 10 minutes to solve a
difficulty 2500.
By actually logging the times you need to solve a certain burr, especially in
connection to the difficulty, you could help test the hypothesis. I am really curious
about your findings; does it work according to you? I would love to hear it from you.
You are then contributing to a possible correction to the proposed formula.
You will not regret having a notchable set. You are able to make a wide range of burrs. I have collected
several higher level burrs here, ordered according to difficulty index. The list is not complete by far, but
remarkable. The burrs mentioned above are already left out, because of their unfeasability. However,
these higher level burrs are much more difficult than you would expect, because they often have a lot of
false solutions (sometimes more than 50). They are really tough and astounding in difficulty, even most
level 2 burrs will keep you busy for hours. The list also shows the mass of the burr. (32 minus the mass
is the number of holes in the burr.) The list is remarkable because it contains 'maximal' burrs, that is, you
can not add a unit to the burr without dropping the number of solutions to zero (or obtaining
unnotchable pieces). In other words, the burrs have as little holes as possible with the notchable set.
Summary. ***
Holey burrs with the notchable set are even more numerous. Their index varies from 20 (MMXXXY)
to 61,440 (EFNOQY). However, this classical index is not an accurate measure for the difficulty for
this kind of burrs, it is merely a lower bound. Namely, the difficulty increases with the number of false
solutions.
For example, since EFNOQY has 12 false solutions, its corrected index is (12 + 1)/1 x 61,440 =
798,720.
The number of false solutions may be very high. The burr FGINOY has as much as 151 false solutions
and only 4 similar level 2.2 solutions; its corrected index is (151 + 4)/4 x 15,360 = 599,040. This means
that this burr has difficulty only 75% of the difficulty of EFNOQY, despite its large number of false
solutions.
From this point of view, the most difficult burr I found possible with the notchable set is FILTVY.
This 'monster' has 36 false solutions and a unique solution (level 3); its corrected index is 1,136,640.
Try this one, if you dare...
Open question. Using the notchable set at length 8, is there a unique level 4 burr? At least no unique
level 5 burr exists, since these all require length 6. Please, let me know when you have the answer
(affirmative or not).

3. Holey Burrs, the story
In 1991 I got inspired by some burrs of the hand of Bill Cutler and others, put together in the dutch
book 'Puzzels, zelf maken en oplossen' (Puzzles, how to make and solve them) written by Jack
Botermans and Jerry Slocum (ISBN 90 697 6026 6, Trendboek BV and ADM International BV). I
found the book then, although it was written in 1986. In the book, 4 higher level burrs are mentioned
(these are called 'The Fearsome Four') and the suggestion was raised if there might be even more
complicated burrs of this type with higher levels than already discovered. Bill had received designs with
higher and higher levels in the course of writing the book.
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The open question triggered my curiosity and I started designing my own burrs. First I made Lego
models (Lego is a well known construction toy) and admired these curious puzzles. They really baffled
me, after having known only the massive burrs of the past.
In 1993, the last year of my study, I designed many higher level burrs. My method was to choose a
sequence of moves beforehand and from there I deduced the consequences for the shape of the
individual pieces of the puzzle. This was done 'by hand'. No computer aid here. The method had a 'flaw'
in that it did not garantee that the pieces had a unique solution and wrote to Bill to analyse my designs
with his program.
Eventually I designed a high level 12 burr, of which even the second piece could be freed only after
another 3 more moves! On top of that, I had put in two different kind of traps. The first trap would be
to move the wrong piece first, then one gets stuck after 2 moves. The second trap is more subtle. One
gets stuck again when a certain piece is moved too far. It is harder to solve, because it is easily
overlooked that the piece should be exactly in the right place to allow for yet another piece to move. Not
only is it difficult to find the way to put the pieces together, it was now also hard to take the pieces apart!
The solution of the puzzle is not unique, but the pieces can be marked at the ends easily to make it
unique after all. Thanks to Bill Cutler for pointing this out, later. (See the pieces of this puzzle here.)
I talked to Bill Cutler at a dutch 'puzzle party' in the same year, and showed him my self made burr of
this design. He looked at the design. He said that he had just done a complete analysis by computer of
all Chinese burrs and that this design came up as the record with the highest possible level. My
disappointment was somewhat tempered by his adding that this puzzle had been designed already in
1987 by Bruce Love, living in New Zealand, and this puzzle is called Love's Dozen after him. Of course
I was stunned, but there's no way I could ever have designed the puzzle as early as 1987, just starting
my study. But there was some comfort in the thought that occured to me, that I could level with the
world's best puzzlers. Not bad at all!
If you want to know even more about burrs, look at the following links, where a treasure of information
can be found.
Bill Cutler
IBM's Burr Puzzle Site (here you can find and compute solutions to all Chinese burrs)
IP (Interlocking Puzzles)
Keiichiro Ishino (burr catalogue. Recommended!)

4. Some of my designs
An extended level of a burr is a sequence of numbers separated by a dot ( . ). The first number indicates
the number of moves necessary to free the first piece, the second number the number of moves needed
extra to free the seconde piece, etc.
Unique level 7.1.2
Unique level 6.4
Unique level 5.6 (Note: 6 > 5, so the second piece is freed 'more difficult' than the first!)
Only 2 solutions: level 5 and level 6

5. Bonus for Love's Dozen
Love's Dozen has 89 solutions, of which 6 have a level higher than 3 (one of which is the level 12).
Everyone can find at least one solution for himself. As a bonus I give a hint to find the other five higher
level solutions. Look closely to the drawing and next read on.
Up
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In the drawing, each position of a piece gets a number. Position 1 and 2 are vertical, the others
horizontal, position 3 and 4 go from front to back, positions 5 and 6 go from right to left.
Next, if one uses the coding of the pieces according to a description, it is possible to indicate with a
sequence of six letters (for massive burrs) or numbers (for holey burrs) which piece goes to which
position.
Example. The sequence 563142 means that piece 5 of the description goes to position 1 in the drawing,
piece 6 to position 2, etc.
In the table below, the pieces are code as indicated in the description of Love's Dozen.
The sequences give a hint to the solution, but give nothing away about the moves involved. In any case,
it saves you to go through all 89 solutions!
Love's Dozen
Coding
Position/Piece
123456

Extended
Level

??????

12.3

643521

6.3

213564

4.4

243561

4.4

563142

4.2
(2x)

Use this table as an exercise before you try the level 12 solution (for which you have the markings as a
hint) or as an extension to this lovely burr.
Have fun!
Page-log
Date
Remark
19-4-2002 Piece 5 of my non-uniqe 6-5 design corrected.
textual corrections and adding of holey burrs possible with notchable set. Have
30-4-2002 Some
fun!
a link to the startpage and some remarks about the difficulty index for holey
11-5-2002 Added
burrs.
the list of higher level burrs with a corrected index, taking number of
4-7-2002 Completed
assemblies into account.
the corrected index and the explanation for it, as well as the table with holey
6-7-2002 Corrected
burrs.
previous 'correction' was undone. The explanation has been adjusted again to take
7-7-2002 The
away any doubts, and the correct table is put back.
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The page has been updated to match the Dutch pages. The reason this has not been
before is that there is still an issue regarding the correct determination of the
16-9-2004 done
difficulty index. I will try to address this topic in a future update. I thought that the data
on this page has its own worth, even if it is not 100% correct.

(last update 16-09-2004)
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